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The thoughts of Chairman Paul
Number fifteen. Yes, really. Not only does it feel like an age since we were all
last together, but it actually is. This, the third lockdown, seems like the worst for
me; all I want to do is get out on my bikes and have some fun with you guys, and
there’s not even the distraction of gardening in January! Most of my bikes have
been serviced and are ready to ride, but they get little more than a duster flicked
at them at present. I’m sure it’s the same in your house, but, trying to be
realistic, the weather has been so awful that very little riding would have taken
place, so it’s better that we stay safe at home (I say ‘safe’, but there was that
small incident of impromptu incandescence involving my welder…).
Following the bumper Christmas edition of LDN, I’ve precious little copy to
entertain you with this month, so please, send me in some articles otherwise
you’ll just have to put up with my meanderings. Old pictures can spark new
conversations just as well as a story and I’m happy to post a free classified or
wanted advert for you.
Before I go, in the February Journal you should find a consultation document on
the future direction of the VMCC; it’s no secret that the club’s finances are in a
bit of a mess. Can I urge you all to read the consultation and to vote as you see
fit? I feel I should also make you aware of a group of passionate ‘concerned’
members who would like us to consider a different way out of this mess. Section
and National worthies such as Peter Miller, Ian Clarke and Rod Hann number
among them and I’m sure will be happy to share their thoughts, if asked.
Whatever the eventual outcome, the mighty Dorset section will continue to
flourish, of that I’m certain.
Stay safe, won’t be long now.
Paul Miles

This time last year we were very busy at the Bristol Show, our stand a hive of
activity, awards and of course, cake. Look at our unfurrowed brows, blissfully
unaware of the year to come. It’s moved to July for 2021, so don’t worry, there’s
plenty of time left to volunteer!

Johnathan Hill shares some racing memories

VINTAGE CADWELL REMEMBERED
Words and photograph by Jonathan Hill
Seeing the picture of Bill Tuer on the front cover of an earlier edition of “The
Vintage Motor Cycle” brought back memories of seeing Bill in action at my first
visit to Cadwell Park in May 1970. Leaving home in Surrey on a bright clear
morning, I had a marvellous ride up on my recently purchased Norton
Commando 750 Fastback. After threading my way through busy London traffic,
the Norton’s pedigree became apparent and I revelled in its power and superb
handling, covering the 185 miles in three and a half hours. On arriving at Cadwell
it was as though I had been in a time warp with a fabulous assortment of racing
machines and great informality.
Then, as now, vintage racing was no parade of precious museum pieces. The
competition was really tough with the three-wheeler brigade struggling to keep
the sidecar outfits at bay with no quarter given. My picture shows Mick Broom
and Geoff Hibbitt (1931 490cc Norton) out-braking everyone at the hairpin,
overtaking No. 8 Bill Tuer and William Winstanley (1932 998cc Morgan JAP),
whilst No. 103 John Priest and Colin Johns (1932 1098cc Morgan JAP) seem to
have run out of road or brakes . . . look at his tyres, you can almost hear them
screaming.

Mick Broom, who also raced a 1937 Triumph Speed Twin to good effect in the
post vintage class, later went on to become (I believe), the development
engineer and proprietor of Hesketh Motorcycles. The following Triumph outfit
is not in the programme, could it be Owen Greenwood?
The programme included, unusually, a regularity speed trial for 15 riders of
standard vintage and post-vintage machines, with Ariel, AJS, Brough Superior,

Douglas, Norton, Sunbeam, Scott and Velocette being represented. The
standard vintage class saw former club presidents Ivan Rhodes (1927 350cc
Velocette) and Phil Heath (1926 490cc HRD) under starters’ orders, along with
Willie Wilshire (1930 Rudge) and Harry Preece (1930 596cc Douglas). The racing
vintage class was very hotly contested with Chris Williams taking the honours on
Clive Waye’s amazingly fast 1926 625cc Scott.

The final post-vintage handicap race of the day included Ivan Rhodes again, this
time on his ex-works 495cc KTT Velocette, Harry Voice (1931 498cc Excelsior
JAP), Jim Mercer (1936 998cc Brough Superior), plus a good sprinkling of
Nortons and Velocettes bringing to the close a great day’s sport.
Words and photograph by Jonathan Hill

Fantastic! I can almost smell the Castrol R. thank you Johnathan.

Next, a two-part article courtesy of Paul Wirdnam. The first time I saw this bike
was at the Bristol show. As I admired it our esteemed secretary remarked (and
not without a hint of hubris-ed), just how rare Ariel Slopers were. Once he’d
finished crowing I pointed out another example on the very next stand!
Apparently, not only are they as common as muck, but the other was the evenbetter four valve version. Still, you make do with what you have, I suppose…

An Ariel Sloper Restoration Blog
This is a photo blog I did back in 2011 / 2012 on the Forum of the Ariel Owners Motor Cycle
Club (AOMCC), and records my restoration of a 1931 Ariel SF Sloper. I’ve left the text and
photos as it was on the Forum and hope you find it interesting enough for this edition of our
Lockdown News.
A short introduction to the Ariel Slopers. Ariel made three models: SB (550cc SV; 1931-1932),
SF (500cc 2-valve OHV; 1931 only) and SG (500cc 4-valve OHV; 1931-1932). With only two
years of production, you don’t often see them so when I saw one on eBay in July 2011, I
placed my bid and the rest is history...

July 2011:
This first 3 photos are of the bike while it was being auctioned on eBay in July. I visited the
owner - prior to bidding and winning - and took these. As you can see, lots of cycle parts
missing, wrong handlebars, wrong magneto, etc, etc but a bike with lots of potential.

Early August 2011:
Following work done / parts bought:














Rear mudguard blank bought, modified and fitted
Rear carrier
Rear lifting stay
Rear toolbox frame
Rear toolboxes
Rear number plate
H52 headlamp and brackets
New-old-stock girder fork blades (In stock at Draganfly; amazing!)
Clutch plates re-corked
Saddle springs
S/steel brake dust shields
Sprockets : gearbox and rear
S/steel inverted levers




Straight pull twist grip
Magneto with correct '31 body (thanks Merv) and rebuilt
Stainless parts made...to be polished over the winter!

Mid August 2011:
Restoring the fork parts: the blades are new, so no work there but new spindles and rebushed links etc. Note the fixed scroll on the fork blade cross tube: it is a full circular type
and clockwise --- only used in 1931 and meant I had to have a new fork spring made to suit.

Exhaust system starting to come together thanks to Klaus et. al. Still researching connecting
pipes between front and rear silencers.

Late August 2011:
Templates / patterns for cross-frame toolbox and tank binnacle; latter has arrived and I now
need to cut a few holes in it. Front mudguard blank arrives.

September 2011:
Front mudguard fitted + number plate from Founder's Day Autojumble. Saddle springs
mean I get to roll the bike out and sit on it...lovely riding position, so really looking forwards
to riding it sometime in 2012

Mid October 2011:
I sort of knew this would happen...slight bit of cold weather and the enthusiasm wanes but
have managed to make some progress with the fabrication of the binnacle, although it has
taken me a lot longer than I expected.
1931 has a screw-mounted inspection lamp, so had to order some relatively large diameter
brass bar and make the threaded (26tpi) spigot to take the lamp; it is soft soldered to the
steel binnacle. I would have preferred to have silver soldered it but the top of the binnacle is
already domed slightly and I didn't want to introduce more heat.
Great reproduction lamp by Andrea in Italy. Took ages to cut these 5 holes --- jigsaw
followed by lots of filing:

And a quick dummy run to spur me on. I was lucky with the original 8-day Smiths clock...I've
had this in my workshop for years, it is too deep for most normal tank instrument panels but
fit this bike a treat...and it works!

Mid November 2011:
Since my last update about a month ago, not as much progress as I would have liked but I'm
finally back in the garage and things are moving again.
The delay was due to sorting out the exhaust pipes between front and back silencers. It
would have been relatively straight forward had it not been for their size : 1 7/8 inch OD
(48mm). All my local tube benders did not have the right tooling (formers I assume) to deal
with this size: 1 3/4 inch, no problem, 2 inch, no problem...but not 1 7/8 inch.

In the end, and at the risk of upsetting the purists, I have settled for 1 3/4 inch (45mm) OD
pipe. The big advantage for me, by going for 45mm instead of 48mm, is that I've met a local
tube bender who has not only bent the tubes in under a week but has also carried out some
very nice work to create clean butt joints between main exhaust tubes and front silencer
tubes. And best of all, once I jig everything up on the bike, he will visit my house and do the
TIG welding in-situ ....and, angle wise, there is quite a bit to get right: the small bends need
to be welded on to each side of the front silencer box (after I cut a hole in each side), the
front silencer also has a couple of mounting brackets that need welding and the mounting
brackets on the silencers also need welding; but it’s the angles at the front that are the
crucial ones.
A few photos might help to explain:

If I'd known about the issues with 1 7/8 tube, I'd have had my silencers made with 45mm ID,
but hindsight is a wonderful thing, so I have a sleeve on the pipes for the silencers. It’s a
loose slide at the moment; I may silver solder it in place before chrome plating...or a may
leave it free in case I change silencers etc.

And some other progress; mocking up the handlebars in the vice and sorting out all controls
prior to plating. Oh...and the gearbox is finished!

Late November 2011:
Having spent hours aligning things, filing silencer brackets, filing holes in the front silencer
box, measure distances, checking clearances...I was ready, I just hope I haven't forgotten
anything.
My tube bender / TIG welder visited me last Friday evening and spent a couple of hours
welding up my exhaust system first in-situ on the bike and then on the bench. There were a
couple of very tight areas between the side of the front silencer and the tubes where he
could not get his TIG gun close enough, so these have been finished off with silver solder.
To say I'm pleased with the end results is a bit of an understatement --- I always thought the
exhaust system with that front box would be troublesome, so I'm very glad this is now
behind me. These are probably the last photos of the assembled un-restored bike; I think
I'm now ready to dis- mantle everything and sort out painting and chroming over the winter
months:

Mid December 2011:
The restoration must go on; Christmas Shopping is not going to get in the way.
Frame etc all back from the shot blaster and with a light coat of etch primer. I was worried
about the state of the frame, there was some quite significant visible pitting through the old
paint. But it is not nearly as bad as I had feared, so no work here thank goodness:

And I got my toolboxes back yesterday from the leather man. Very nice! I supplied the two
side ones and he provided leather and paint. For the cross-frame one, I supplied plastic /
cardboard pattern and his tin man made one; leather man then did the rest.

Here endeth part one (and, although it pains me to say it, he’s actually doing
quite a nice job- ed). Stay tuned for part 2; if lockdown continues, so will we!

You’ve only yourselves to blame, I’m afraid. If you don’t send me in anything
worthwhile then you have to put up with my scribblings instead. Here, I muse on
the relative merits of the online forum.
Upgrades
It’s the easiest thing in the world, restoring and riding an old Japanese bike.
We’re all old enough to remember what they looked and rode like, first time
around and there’s a huge amount of technical information out there to assist
the rebuilder. Nice, shiny, full-colour magazine articles, online resources and
dealers that specialise in parts for the popular machines. Even better, once it’s
all back together, the Japanese classic will work perfectly and be almost as
reliable as a brand-new machine. True, your new bike may have to endure the
forensic examination of a VJMC stalwart, who’ll be quick to point out the master

cylinder mounting bolts should be chromed and have a 7 stamped on them and
that there’s no rear brake lining wear sticker on the drum, but all in all it’s a
pleasurable experience restoring and then riding a Japanese classic.

British bikes, though, hmm, not quite as straightforward. Firstly, the vast
majority are at least a generation older than their Japanese counterparts, so the
magazine articles tend towards ‘the controls fell readily to hand’ style of writing
accompanied by scans of very grainy B&W photographs on paper as yellow as
Granddads’ remaining tooth. Service manuals often implored the owner to
return their machine to their dealer for mundane work, or go into microscopic
detail about certain tasks. For instance, the Velocette Venom starting procedure
runs to two and a half pages of the Owners Manual, adjusting the clutch, four.
Not rebuilding it, just pre-ride adjustment.

At one extreme there’ll be the BSA approach – close or open the air slide a bit,
kick and go, understand that all machines are different, especially the Friday
afternoon bikes, but you’ll get there in the end. At the other, Velocettes - retard
ignition 53%, open throttle 1/16th , find compression, let kickstart rise, fall, rise
again decompression lever in, out, do the okey kokey and pray for sparks, that’s
what it’s all about; you get the idea. Guess which manufacturer attracted the
engineers to their product?

In desperation you might sign up to an online owners forum, a huge mistake. A
simple hello as a newbie flat-washer status poster, perhaps with a picture of
your newly-acquired steed and an innocuous question about oil grades will be
met with hoots of derision and condemnation amongst the few welcomes you
may receive. Wise greybeards will impart their truths that only a full engine
rebuild will save you from the catastrophic damage that occurred from the 250
miles you rode using 20/50 instead of straight 40W oil. The only way to ensure
a gas tight seal at the head is to lap it flat by hand using powdered unicorn horn
before refitting with a copper gasket cut by a military grade laser and annealed
in the fires of Mt Doom. NOTHING else will suffice.

The weeks pass and gradually it comes together. All those pattern parts that
nearly fit are in their approximate positions and you refuse to accept that the

cost of the stainless steel fasteners you’ve bought now exceeds the value of the
entire machine. Having timed the engine with a degree disc and set the dwell
of the platinum points (my Dad never had a disc, much less a degree and Rizlas
replaced the dwell meter, yet his Mobylette always worked), the restoration is
completed and you venture onto the road.

The freshly restored bike, runs,
let’s be kind, like a dog. As you’ve
checked and double-checked
everything else, it has to be the
pensionable-age
carburettor.
Despite
being
ultrasonically
cleaned, there’s just too much
wear. As carburettors are the
cause of 90% of all ignition
problems, perhaps there’s an
opportunity to …modernise the
fuelling system. You mention this
on the forum, your tenth post
which upgrades your online status
to ring spanner. You are answered
by the forum Gods, vernier status
wise ones. Never fit anything other
than the seventy year old carb,
designed by the factory to work
with the paraffin they used back
then and which can be made to
work acceptably well with unlimited dyno time and £20 per litre, mail-order
ethanol-free racing fuel, intones one. God #2 however, disagrees, having had
exceptional performance from an obscure lawnmower carburettor, re-bored to
accept a slide from a WW2 Focke-Wulf dive bomber and equipped with titanium
jets. A bold, underlined, online argument ensues and you wisely keep your
distance.

You receive a private message
from a fellow ring spanner, too
embarrassed to post online. He’s
had the same experience as you
and ended up fitting a Japanese
carburettor, reasoning that his
previous Jap bike restoration runs
perfectly. And so, it does. Taking
his advice your ignition issues
disappear overnight. The only
thing letting the machine down
now is the clutch, designed in 1931
to work on sparsely populated
roads where a traffic signal was a
tourist attraction, it’s a little
overwhelmed by the cut and
thrust of the Marylebone flyover.
Having already crossed over to the
dark side with the carburettor,
you’re well aware of the
conversion using Yamaha plates
and belt drive and fully intend to
fit it. Still, might as well ask the
forum, anyway….

Your secretary has been extremely busy, in between enjoying healthy walks in
the countryside, something he’s truly embraced, converting old VHS tapes of
our runs (and no, not the ‘batteries not included’ old tapes. Phew-ed) to a
modern format. He has compiled a series of stills from some of the events for
you to enjoy and we wonder how many familiar faces you can spot. Pete Dungey
is easy- he never wears gloves! On a serious note, when you see Paul W please
take a moment to thank him, it’s a great deal of work he’s taken on. Enjoy.

What fantastic pictures and a happy reminder of times when a VMCC club run
was a family and social event, not just about the old bikes. I’d like to think we’ll

be back together again soon and perhaps all slightly more appreciative of the
special bond we share. Thanks again, Paul W and I look forward to seeing the
videos (just the bike ones, thanks-ed)

Club historian Pete Dungey loaned me this menu from 1967. Wearing my other
hat, as chairman, I wonder if there might be enough support for a more formal
sit-down dinner in the future. Please let me know.

And so, the curtain draws down on another exciting edition of Lockdown News.
If you would like to make it better, please send me something to publish,
otherwise it’s even more Ariel stuff from him and more drivel from me.
Please stay well, keep in touch and let’s all make the best effort to support our
section once we’re allowed out.

Paul Miles
And when in doubt, always remember:

